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Matter interferometers



Interference of independent condensates

Experiments: Andrews et al., Science 275:637 (1997)

Theory: Javanainen, Yoo, PRL  76:161 (1996)

Cirac, Zoller, et al. PRA 54:R3714 (1996)

Castin, Dalibard, PRA 55:4330 (1997)

and many more



Nature 4877:255 (1963)



Interference of one dimensional condensates
Experiments: Schmiedmayer et al., Nature Physics (2005,2006)
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Typical interference patterns

Experiments with 2D Bose gas
Hadzibabic, Dalibard et al., Nature 441:1118 (2006)
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Amplitude of interference fringes,          

Interference of one dimensional condensates

For identical 
condensates

Instantaneous correlation function

For independent condensates A
fr

is finite 
but ∆φ is random 

x2

Polkovnikov, Altman, Demler, PNAS 103:6125 (2006)



For impenetrable bosons                   and  

Interference between Luttinger liquids

Luttinger liquid at T=0

K – Luttinger parameter

Finite 
temperature

Experiments: Hofferberth,
Schumm, Schmiedmayer

For non-interacting bosons                    and

For a review see Petrov et al., J. Phys. IV France 116, 3-44 (2004) 



Interference of two dimensional condensates

Ly

Lx

Lx

Experiments:   Hadzibabic et al. Nature (2006)

Probe beam parallel to the plane of the condensates

Gati et al., PRL (2006)
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Experiments with 2D Bose gas
Hadzibabic, Dalibard et al., Nature 441:1118 (2006)
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Fundamental noise in 

interference experiments

Amplitude of interference fringes is a quantum operator. 
The measured value of the amplitude will fluctuate from 
shot to shot. We want to characterize not only the average
but the fluctuations as well.



Shot noise in interference experiments

Interference with a finite number of atoms. 
How well can one measure the amplitude 
of interference fringes in a single shot?

One atom:                      No
Very many atoms:          Exactly
Finite number of atoms: ?

Consider higher moments of the interference fringe amplitude

, , and so on

Obtain the entire distribution function of



Shot noise in interference experiments

Interference of two condensates with 100 atoms in each cloud

Coherent states

Number states

Polkovnikov, Europhys. Lett. 78:10006 (1997)

Imambekov, Gritsev, Demler, 2006 Varenna lecture notes, cond-mat/0703766



Distribution function of fringe amplitudes 

for interference of fluctuating condensates

L

is a quantum operator. The measured value of 
will fluctuate from shot to shot.

Higher moments reflect higher order correlation functions

Gritsev, Altman, Demler, Polkovnikov,  Nature Physics (2006)

Imambekov, Gritsev, Demler, cond-mat/0612011

We need the full distribution function of

Related earlier work:

Bramwell et al., PRE 63:41106 (2001) 

Carusotto, Castin, PRL 90:30401 (2003)



Quantum impurity problem. Need analytically 

continued partition function

Conformal field theories with negative 

central charges: 2D quantum gravity, 

non-intersecting loop model, growth of 

random fractal stochastic interface,…

Interference between interacting 1d Bose liquids.

Distribution function of the interference amplitude

Yang-Lee singularity

2D quantum gravity,

non-intersecting loops

Normalized amplitude 

of interference fringes

Distribution function 

of fringe amplitudes



Fringe visibility and statistics of random surfaces

Mapping between fringe visibility 
and the problem of surface 
roughness for fluctuating 
random surfaces. 
Relation to 1/f Noise and 
Extreme Value Statistics)(ϕh

Fringe visibility

Roughness ϕϕ dh
2

)(∫=

See the poster of Adilet Imambekov for more details

Analysis of sine-Gordon models of the type
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Interference of 1d condensates at T=0.       

Distribution function of the fringe contrast

Narrow distribution
for               .
Approaches Gumbel
distribution. 

Width

Wide Poissonian
distribution for



Interference of 1d condensates at finite temperature.       

Distribution function of the fringe contrast

Luttinger parameter K=5



Experiments: Hofferberth, Schumm,                   
Schmiedmayer et al.

Interference of 1d condensates at finite temperature.       

Distribution function of the fringe contrast



Non-equilibrium coherent

dynamics of low dimensional Bose 

gases probed in interference 

experiments



Studying dynamics using interference experiments

Prepare a system by 

splitting one condensate

Take to the regime of 

zero tunneling
Measure time evolution

of fringe amplitudes



Relative phase dynamics

Hamiltonian can be diagonalized
in momentum space

A collection of harmonic oscillators
with

Need to solve dynamics of harmonic 
oscillators at finite T

Coherence

Bistrizer, Altman, PNAS (2007)

Burkov, Lukin, Demler, PRL 98:200404 (2007)

Conjugate variables



Relative phase dynamics

High energy modes,                        , quantum dynamics

Combining all modes

Quantum dynamics

Classical dynamics

For studying dynamics it is important 
to know the initial width of the phase

Low energy modes,                        , classical dynamics



Relative phase dynamics

Quantum regime

1D systems

2D systems

Classical regime

1D systems

2D systems

Burkov, Lukin, Demler, cond-mat/0701058

Different from the earlier theoretical work based on a single 

mode approximation, e.g. Gardiner and Zoller, Leggett



1d BEC: Decay of coherence
Experiments: Hofferberth, Schumm, Schmiedmayer

double logarithmic plot of the 
coherence factor

slopes: 0.64 ± 0.08

0.67 ± 0.1

0.64 ± 0.06

get t0 from fit with fixed slope 2/3 
and calculate T from 

T5 = 110 ± 21 nK

T10 = 130 ± 25 nK

T15 = 170 ± 22 nK



Quantum dynamics of coupled condensates. Studying 

Sine-Gordon model in interference experiments

J

Prepare a system by 

splitting one condensate

Take to the regime of finite

tunneling. System

described by the quantum 

Sine-Gordon model
Measure time evolution

of fringe amplitudes



Coupled 1d systems

J

Interactions lead to phase fluctuations 

within individual condensates

Tunneling favors aligning of the two phases

Interference experiments measure the relative phase



Quantum Sine-Gordon model

Quantum Sine-Gordon model is exactly integrable

Excitations of the quantum Sine-Gordon model 

Hamiltonian

Imaginary time action

soliton antisoliton many types of breathers



Dynamics of quantum sine-Gordon model

Hamiltonian formalism

Quantum action in space-time

Initial state

Initial state provides a boundary condition at t=0

Solve as a boundary sine-Gordon model



Boundary sine-Gordon model

Limit                    enforces boundary condition 

Exact solution due to Ghoshal and Zamolodchikov (93)

Applications to quantum impurity problem: Fendley, Saleur, Zamolodchikov, Lukyanov,…

Sine-Gordon

+ boundary condition in space

quantum impurity problem

Sine-Gordon

+ boundary condition in time

two coupled 1d BEC

Boundary
Sine-Gordon
Model

space and time

enter equivalently



Initial state is a generalized squeezed state

creates solitons, breathers with rapidity θ

creates even breathers only

Matrix                   and          are known from the exact solution

of the boundary sine-Gordon model 

Time evolution

Boundary sine-Gordon model

Coherence

Matrix elements can be computed using form factor approach

Smirnov (1992), Lukyanov (1997)



Quantum Josephson Junction

Initial state

Limit of quantum sine-Gordon 

model when spatial gradients

are forbidden

Time evolution

Eigenstates of the quantum Jos. junction Hamiltonian are given by Mathieu’s functions

Coherence
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ω
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power

spectrum

Dynamics of quantum Josephson Junction

Main peak

Smaller peaks

“Higher harmonics”

Power spectrum



Dynamics of quantum sine-Gordon model

Coherence

Main peak

“Higher harmonics”

Smaller peaks

Sharp peaks



Dynamics of quantum sine-Gordon model

Power spectrum

Gritsev, Demler, Lukin, Polkovnikov, cond-mat/0702343

A combination of

broad features

and sharp peaks.

Sharp peaks due

to collective many-body

excitations: breathers



Decoherence of Ramsey interferometry

Interference in spin space



Squeezed spin states for spectroscopy

Generation of spin squeezing using interactions.
Two component BEC. Single mode approximation

Motivation: improved spectroscopy. Wineland et. al. PRA 50:67 (1994)

Kitagawa, Ueda, PRA 47:5138 (1993)



Interaction induced collapse of Ramsey fringes

Experiments in 1d tubes:
A. Widera, I. Bloch et al.

time

Ramsey fringe visibility

- volume of the system



Spin echo. Time reversal experiments

No revival?

Expts: A. Widera, I. Bloch et al.

In the single mode approximation

Related earlier theoretical work: 

Kuklov et al., cond-mat/0106611 



Interaction induced collapse of Ramsey fringes.

Multimode analysis

Bosonized Hamiltonian (Luttinger liquid approach)

Changing the sign of the interaction reverses the interaction part 

of the Hamiltonian but not the kinetic energy

Experiments done in array of tubes. Strong fluctuations in 1d systems

Time dependent harmonic oscillators

can be analyzed exactly



Theory:  Luttinger liquid analysis

Gritsev, Lukin, Demler

Interaction induced collapse of Ramsey fringes

in one dimensional systems

Fundamental limit on Ramsey interferometry

Experiments in 1d tubes:
A. Widera, I. Bloch et al.



Dynamical Instability of the Spiral 

State of F=1 Ferromagnetic 

Condensate

R. Cherng, V.Gritsev, E. Demler



Ferromagnetic spin textures created by D. Stamper-Kurn et al.





F=1 condensates

Spinor order parameter

Vector representation

Ferromagnetic State

Polar (nematic) state

Ferromagnetic state realized for gs > 0



Spiral Ferromagnetic State of F=1 condensate

Gross-Pitaevski equation

Spiral state

Conditions on the stationary state

When the spin winds, the spinor structure gets modified

“Escape” into polar state



Mean-field energy

Inflection point suggests
instability

Uniform spiral Non-uniform spiral

Negative value of

shows that  the system can

lower its energy by making

a non-uniform spiral winding



Collective modes



Instabilities of the spiral phase

fluctuations towards the polar state

modulational instability of the ferromagnetic state

Things to include:

• Fluctuations (thermal, quantum)

• Dynamic process of spin winding

B(G)



Outlook

Interplay of many-body quantum coherence and interactions is 
important for understanding many fundamental phenomena in

condensed matter and atomic physics, quantum optics, and 

quantum information. Many experimental discoveries and 
surprises are yet to come in this area 


